
State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

 

Disposition of Complaint 20-318 

Judge: Bruce E. Staggs 

Complainant:  Samantha Reno 
 

NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF EDUCATION REQUIREMENT 
OF REPRIMAND ORDER 

 
On January 26, 2022, the Commission issued a public reprimand to Judge 

Bruce E. Staggs for violating Rules 1.2, 2.3(B), 2.8(B), and 2.16(B) of the Code of 
Judicial Conduct. The reprimand order also required Judge Staggs to complete an 
educational training course, “How to Communicate with Diplomacy and Tact,” 
through Dale Carnegie Live Online. Judge Staggs completed the course in July 
2022.  

The Commission now deems the educational training component of the 
reprimand order issued on January 26, 2022 to be satisfied. This order shall become 
part of the public record in this matter. 

Dated: September 23, 2022 

FOR THE COMMISSION 

 

/s/ Louis Frank Dominguez    
Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez 
Commission Chair 

 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on September 23, 2022. 
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State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

 

Disposition of Complaint 20-318 

Judge: Bruce E. Staggs 

Complainant:  Samantha Reno 

ORDER 

The complainant alleged a justice of the peace violated Rules 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.8, 2.12, 2.16, and 3.1 of the Code of Judicial Conduct. The allegations 
included, but were not limited to, that the justice of the peace discriminated against 
her and violated federal law, engaged in improper demeanor, and perpetuated a 
hostile work environment. The Commission’s investigation also uncovered additional 
allegations of the justice of the peace making inappropriate comments to staff. 

Requesting a County Employee’s Assistance with a Personal Project 

J.W. is a county employee who works in the same building as the Benson 
Justice Court. During court hours, Judge Staggs inquired if he could hire J.W. to 
perform electrical work at his residence outside of his work hours. This request was 
made either during or at the conclusion of a staff meeting of the justice court staff. 
J.W. acknowledged the request was made, but he denied feeling threatened or abused 
by the judge about this request. While there was not clear and convincing evidence 
that Judge Staggs violated Rule 1.3 (Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office) 
regarding this request, Judge Staggs’ request for the performance of personal work 
made in front of other employees during work hours gives rise to the appearance of 
impropriety. Such conduct violated the following provisions of the Code: 

● Rule 1.2, which requires that a judge “act at all times in a manner 
that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and 
impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the 
appearance of impropriety.”   

Referring to Complainant as “Frigid” 

Judge Staggs referred to the Complainant as “frigid,” claiming, in part, that it 
was due to her having a totally cold personality toward him whenever they had a 
dispute over court policy. Another court employee corroborated that Judge Staggs 
used the term “frigid” to refer to the clerks when they were cold. Such conduct violated 
the following provisions of the Code: 
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● Rule 1.2, which requires that a judge “act at all times in a manner 
that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and 
impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the 
appearance of impropriety.” 

● Rule 2.8(B), which states, “a judge shall be patient, dignified, and 
courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court 
officials, and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity 
. . . .” 

Comments to Intimidate Complainant from Filing a Complaint 

After Judge Staggs made the comment to the Complainant about her being 
“frigid,” he observed her reading the Code of Judicial Conduct. He inquired if she 
intended to file a complaint against him like other employees had done. Judge Staggs 
has a history of questioning employees about complaints filed against him and 
soliciting letters from them to support his position. While a judge has a right to defend 
himself against a complaint, both this investigation and prior investigations 
involving Judge Staggs show that he becomes cold and hostile to those that have filed 
complaints against him, or those he believes may have cooperated with a 
complainant. 

Judge Staggs’ inquiry to Complainant about whether she was going to file a 
complaint against him reasonably gave the impression that he may retaliate, directly 
or indirectly, against her. The Code places a duty on a judge being investigated by a 
disciplinary agency to cooperate in the investigation process, not to hinder any 
investigation by confronting witnesses and complainants regardless of the judge’s 
intent. Such conduct violated the following provisions of the Code: 

● Rule 2.16(B), which states, “[a] judge shall not retaliate, directly or 
indirectly, against a person known or suspected to have assisted or 
cooperated with an investigation of a judge or a lawyer. 

Raising Hand Toward C.C. 

C.C. is a former employee of the Benson Justice Court. During the 
Commission’s investigation of this complaint, C.C. disclosed that she had previously 
been vocal about the clerks needing pay raises. Sometime between February and 
April 2021, C.C. was being vocal about the raise issue when Judge Staggs raised his 
hand toward her, as if to backhand her. C.C. stated that she did not believe that Judge 
Staggs would actually hit her, but she interpreted it as a message to shut up about 
the pay raises. While Judge Staggs denied this incident occurred, there was other 
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corroborating evidence. Judge Staggs’ conduct violated the following provisions of the 
Code: 

● Rule 1.2, which requires a judge to “act at all times in a manner that 
promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and 
impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the 
appearance of impropriety.” 

● Rule 2.8(B), which states, “a judge shall be patient, dignified, and 
courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court 
officials, and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity 
. . . .” 

Inappropriate Comments to Male Staff 

C.H. is the security officer assigned to the Benson Justice Court. During the 
Commission’s investigation of this complaint, an allegation was made that sometime 
in April 2021, Judge Staggs was standing in his office with his foot up on a chair. C.H. 
came into the office, and Judge Staggs asked C.H. if he was looking at his butt, and 
if he liked it. While Judge Staggs denied making this comment, there was other 
corroborating evidence.   

The intent of these comments is unknown. Multiple court employees stated 
that Judge Staggs believed he was jokester or was being funny, when he really was 
not. Whether these comments were sexually motivated or simply a poor attempt at 
humor, the comments were inappropriate and unwelcome. Such conduct violated the 
following provisions of the Code: 

● Rule 1.2, which requires a judge to “act at all times in a manner that 
promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and 
impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the 
appearance of impropriety.” 

● Rule 2.3(B), which states, “a judge shall not, in the performance of 
judicial duties, by words or conduct manifest bias or prejudice, or 
engage in harassment, including but not limited to bias, prejudice, or 
harassment based upon race, sex, gender, religion, national origin, 
ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, marital status, 
socioeconomic status, or political affiliation . . .” Comment 4 to Rule 
2.3 further states, “Sexual harassment includes but is not limited to 
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature that is unwelcome.”   
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● Rule 2.8(B), which states, “a judge shall be patient, dignified, and 
courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, lawyers, court staff, court 
officials, and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity 
. . . .” 

Remaining Allegations 

The Commission did not find clear and convincing evidence for the remaining 
allegations of the complaints. 

Accordingly, Judge Bruce E. Staggs of the Benson Justice Court is hereby 
publicly reprimanded for his conduct as described above and pursuant to Commission 
Rule 17(a). The Commission also orders Judge Staggs to complete the following 
training at his own expense: “How to Communicate with Diplomacy and Tact” 
through Dave Carnegie – Live Online.  Judge Staggs shall complete the training 
within six months, and provide proof of completion to the Commission. 

The record in this case, consisting of the complaint, the judge’s response, and 
this order shall be made public as required by Rule 9(a).  

Dated: January 26, 2022 

FOR THE COMMISSION 
 
 
      /s/ Louis Frank Dominguez    

Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez 
Commission Chair 
 

Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on January 26, 2022. 



October 28, 2020 

Re: Complaint 

Commission of Judicial Conduct, 

Good Day I am the Court Manager for the Benson Justice Court 0203. I would like to file a complaint 
against Judge Bruce E Staggs based on violations of the Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct, violation of 
FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave retaliation, and EEOC pregnancy discrimination act. Per rule 2.15 
it is my duty to report violations. 

The Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct rules that have been broken are as follows 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 1.2 Promoting Confidence in The Judiciary 

RULE 1.3 Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, And Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.5 Competence, Diligence, And Cooperation 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 

RULE 2.12 Supervisory Duties 

RULE 2.16 Cooperation with Disciplinary Authorities 

RULE 3.1 Extrajudicial Activities in General 

Specific events are listed below. 

Date: End of June 2020 

FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave Retaliation 

EEOC Pregnancy Discrimination Act 

Comp
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RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 1.2 Promoting Confidence in The Judiciary 

RULE 1.3 Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, And Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 

RULE 2.12 Supervisory Duties 

RULE 2.16 Cooperation with Disciplinary Authorities 

While on FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave I had heard that the court was on a different 
schedule given the COVID pandemic. Approximately a week before returning I had contacted 
the judge to inquire as to what my schedule would be when returning. This was in order to have 
adequate child care lined up. During this call I was informed that because I was out on FFCRA 
Sick Leave and Expanded Leave and out often for my complicated high-risk twin pregnancy before that I 
could not be on the rotating schedule to lower the risk of contracting the virus. I had expressed 
that just because I had been out on FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave and for pregnancy that I 
should not be exempt. I expressed that I have great concern for having an increased risk given 
that I had two infants at home. He then told me that is just how it is going to be and that is his 
decision. Judge then went on to inform me of a complaint made by employee S. W . He 
stated that she had implicated me in the complaint and that it was unbelievable. He had stated 
that “we need to get on the same page with S .” He had told me that I will need to do my 
job and fire her because he can’t due to it being retaliation. I told him that I will do my job and 
that I will follow progressive discipline. If there were any infractions on her behalf once I 
returned I will act accordingly. The judge then told me that I don’t have to follow that because 
her position is temporary. He stated that we can let her go at any time and not have a reason. I 
informed him that I would follow the progressive discipline with any infractions once I return as 
I believed that to be the right thing to do.  

He was trying to order me to fire her as her supervisor. This was in retaliation for him as he 
could not. This conversation also reflected direct retaliation for being out on FFCRA Sick Leave 
and Expanded Leave and being out for pregnancy prior to FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave. 
This call was on speaker and my husband had heard the whole thing 

 

Date: 7/21/2020 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 



I had plans to be out of the office. Before leaving I had spoken with C. C  and D. N  
regarding who would be responsible for what tasks the next day due to being short staffed. 
When I left it was understood who was to complete what duties. When returning to work I had 
received an email from the Judge stating that I did not do my job. I did not delegate duties 
knowing that I would be out, and this was neglect of my responsibilities. I responded that I did 
in fact do my job. The accusations were simply not true. He later had me go into his office and 
shut the door to discuss this. This conversation consisted of back and forth of him saying that 
the clerks had told him I did not do this. I am telling him different, so someone is not telling the 
truth. C. C  the clerk in which he accused of saying that I did not delegate responsibilities 
knocked on the door and entered his office for case related work. I had asked C. C  at that 
point if she recalled the very last discussion we had the prior day and what it was about. She 
then repeated the delegation of duties I gave. I said thank you. She then left the office shutting 
the door behind her. 

At that point Judge had slammed an open drawer on the right side of his desk. This caused fear 
in me to the point where I backed my chair up. He then began to reprimand me for asking C. 
C  this. He told me that I could never just say that I was wrong. He proceeded to raise his 
voice towards me and continue to reprimand me. His body language was aggressive and 
intimidating to me.  

 

Date: 08/25/2020 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with the Law 

RULE 1.2 Promoting Confidence in the Judiciary 

RULE 1.3 Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, and Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 

RULE 2.16 Cooperation with Disciplinary Authorities 

RULE 2.12 Supervisory Duties 

While have a meeting with new employee C. D  and Judge Staggs the judge was 
reviewing his office policies. 

He had told employee C. D  that while he can’t tell her that she is not allowed to 
report to HR or the Judicial committee. He cannot write her up for this. He told her that it is his 



policy that she does not go to them with anything in the office. He told her if she does even 
though he can’t write her up that she will be in the dog house and that she will know it. 

 

Date: 10/1/2020 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 1.2 Promoting Confidence in The Judiciary 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, And Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 

RULE 2.16 Cooperation with Disciplinary Authorities 

FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave Retaliation  

EEOC Pregnancy Discrimination Act 

In my employee evaluation my Judge used reasons as follows for my poor evaluation. 

He does not trust me. He showed great displeasure based on the complaint filed against him 
from former employee S. W . This was verbally stated. He stated that I had lost his trust. 
He stated that I should have his back and be his protection. He stated I should not disclose 
things that he says. He openly made it apparent that he was not happy with me regarding the 
complaint that he received. He went as far as accusing me of age discrimination with the other 
ladies in the office aside from S. W . This accusation was and is untrue. All the ladies in 
the office can attest to that. 

He graded me poorly for being out for medical while pregnant. He graded me poorly for being 
out with a complicated high-risk pregnancy then on FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave. He said 
this was due to my inability to complete work while out for this. I did express to him in the 
evaluation that I was out due to pregnancy and FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave, which he 
cannot hold against me. 

Using this against me is not only a liability to him but is also a liability to the county.  

 

He spoke of his displeasure of his poor relationship with my husband in my evaluation. I believe 
this is not only completely out of line, but severely unprofessional to bring up in my evaluation. 
His outside relationships and opinions clearly reflected my evaluation. 



He gave me a poor evaluation for my professional appearance. I strongly disagree with that. I 
believe it is his opinion, but I come to the office often in slacks (if not dark in color no tear 
jeans) and a sweater/long sleeve. He used that my tattoo showed which he finds to be severely 
unprofessional. He also stated that my shoulder also showed and a small portion of my back 
tattoo which is bow and a Robin bird. This was on September 25, 2020. This was outside of the 
evaluation period. I had tattoos when I was hired and none of which are offensive. When given 
the job offer I was never informed that this would be an issue. 

He gave me a poor evaluation for honesty. He stated this is because he feels I was wrong for 
things I had done in reference to the complaint against him from S. W . I did not feel I 
was in the wrong. I refused to say I was when not given proper articulation as to why I was 
wrong. He has accused me of favoring this former employee. He accused me of age 
discrimination. I refuse to state that I did these things because it is simply not true. I refuse to 
just state that I did these things simply to appease him because he is the judge/ my supervisor. 
He has previously expressed this as well as in the evaluation. I am also very confused how he 
can then tell me I have excellent judgment.  

He stated that things have gone well in the last three months, yet I have not changed how I 
manage or my work ethic. This is also due to S. W  not being in the office. 

I believe that my evaluation was solely based on things that he has been holding against me. I 
do not believe the evaluation is a result of my actual work ethic. I believe that there were things 
from my personal life and relationships with my husband that had much to do with my 
evaluation. I completely believe that my poor evaluation is in direct result to his complaint 
against him from S. W . I believe my poor evaluation was a result of me having to be out 
for pregnancy and FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave which is federally protected. I believe 
that this is in retaliation for those things and do not believe this is legally, ethically, and 
professionally proper to be graded based on these things.  

 

Date: 10/15/2020 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 1.3 Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office 

RULE 3.1 Extrajudicial Activities in General 

The cleaning man came into the office during an employee meeting. The judge then out loud in the 
middle of the employee meeting in a raised tone asked him what happened. He stated that he was 
supposed to contact him regarding helping him with a personal home project and that he never did. 

This appeared to be an abuse of his position and had the appearance of impropriety. Clerk M. G  had 
even looked at me and stated that one could take that as abuse of his power. She stated that the man 
could easily feel obligated to help him for calling him out in the office while in the judge capacity.  



 

Date: 10/20/2020 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 1.2 Promoting Confidence in The Judiciary 

RULE 1.3 Avoiding Abuse of the Prestige of Judicial Office 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, And Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.5 Competence, Diligence, And Cooperation 

Judge Staggs called me into his office at approx. 0910 hrs. He then asked if I would like to read the jury 
verdict in the upcoming trial or if I would like for him to. I explained that I would be very nervous and 
would like for him to read the verdict. 

Judge then responded, well it depends on if I am mad at you at the time, be nice to me from now until 
then or at least the day of. If not, I’ll just order you to do it in open court and you won’t have a choice.  

This was a direct retaliatory threat. 

 

Date: 10/27/2020 

RULE 1.1 Compliance with The Law 

RULE 2.1 Giving Precedence to Judicial Duties 

RULE 2.3 Bias, Prejudice, And Harassment 

RULE 2.4 External Influences on Judicial Conduct 

RULE 2.5 Competence, Diligence, And Cooperation 

RULE 2.8 Decorum, Demeanor, and Communication with Jurors 

I approached Judge Staggs and asked if I could purchase a small heater for my office because it is 
freezing in my office. 

He had walked to my office with me. I said see its freezing in here.  

He then responded “well that’s because it is a direct reflection of your personality” 

I responded, “wow rude”. He then walked from my office to the main clerk’s office. At this point he 
drew attention to the remark that was made. He then told the clerks that it was up to me to inform 
them what he said. At this point I felt obligated to repeat it. This was embarrassing and quite upsetting. 
At that point I then decided to take my allotted break due to being upset with his comment. 



12:33 while on lunch judge appeared in my office as well as C. D . Once entering I informed 
them that I was on lunch, twice. 

Judge then made a comment about my frigid attitude. To which C. D  asked what he had 
meant. He then he redirected and stated that keeping the door closed would make it colder in my office. 
I then again said I was on my lunch. C. D asked if he was saying that I had a frigid attitude. He 
then stated that he was, and that is what we were talking about earlier. C. D then stated that I 
was so nice. 

12:44 he came in my office asked if there is anything going on. He said because he saw that I was 
reviewing the code of conduct. He asked if he had done anything wrong. I told him that he had offended 
me a couple times just that day. I told him do not wish to talk about it especially on my lunch hour. He 
then appeared displeased and stated that I should put a note on the door stating that I am on lunch that 
way everyone knows. (I would like to add that I had already told him I was on lunch and he still 
approached me after knowing I was. I do not believe a note would have changed that) 

Late afternoon I was speaking with two new clerks regarding needing 3 hours of ethics vs 1 hour as a 
county requirement for new employees. 

Judge then came out upset and in a raised voice. He stated that he has already contacted the state from 
the top. He stated that we do not need any continuing education he doesn’t care what T  R  
says (Our HR whom he openly dislikes). He stated that there’s no requirements by the state and he has 
the emails. He then directly looked at me and in a raised voice I took to be yelling said, “and I have 
already told you many times”. He then went on to say that there are additional requirements by the 
county. M. G tried to interrupt several times and inform him that we were talking about them as 
new employees. Inform that we were discussing what the county was requiring and not the state. I then 
was very upset and scared of his upset nature, red in color face, and raised voice. I told judge that is all 
we were talking about and he didn’t need to yell at me. I attempted to walk away. He then again in a 
raised voice stated that he didn’t yell at me. I told him that he was yelling. He then he pointed his finger 
at me and said me and you will talk later. He shortly after came into my office and told me that I was 
insubordinate in how I spoke to him. 

(Insubordinate definition: defiance of authority; refusal to obey orders…. there was no insubordination in 
telling him there was no need to yell at me) 

He stated that he finds it alarming that I was reading the judicial code of conduct. He stated there is no 
coincidence this was after him offending me earlier. I informed him that I read it on my lunch because it 
was too cold to go anywhere. I informed him that I have been reading it off and on since 10/14/2020. I 
stated I was on my lunch, and there is nothing wrong with an employee reading a judicial code of 
conduct.  

He then threatened that he could turn me in for things I have said about defendants. I then asked him 
what he was talking about. He stated because I had made a comment about a case. This case we took in 
it was not only out of limited jurisdiction, but out of our precinct jurisdiction. I had made a comment 
that the case was a cluster. He stated that was against the code of conduct. I told him I don’t understand 
how stating that a case was a mess, not regarding any party, not being in the pubic, and not disclosing 
any restricted information about the case was against the code of conduct. He then said fine then our 



relationship will completely change. He stated that he will no longer make jokes with me. He stated he 
will not play around in any manner or laugh. I told him thank you I appreciate that. He stated that my 
skin was too thin. At that point I told him that is not his place to decide nor does his opinion change how 
I felt or give him the right. He asked if I would be offended if he apologized to the staff for what he said 
earlier about my personality and being frigid. I said no and turned to my computer to continue my work. 

The manner of which he came out and raised his voice had me shaking. This was quite alarming. I was 
scared. He was so angry that his face was red. The actions of the day created a hostile work 
environment. I do not believe his actions to be rational.  

Cont. from 10/27/2020 

Date: 10/28/2020 

C. C  approached me at the door to the building at 0800. This was to inform me the clerks had already 
gotten yelled at first thing in the morning. She said judge stated that he would not be talked to like he 
was. She said he had a bunch of emails regarding the continuing education. She had stated that he came 
in with the same state of mind as he left with the day prior.  

Speaking with C. D she had stated that she had tried to inform judge that there was just 
discussion about what they need as new employees. She stated she was then cut off by judge. She had 
also informed me that she was just very alarmed by his reaction. She stated that he was so angry he was 
yelling, and that his face was red. She said that she can’t believe that he would put his fingers in my face. 

The feel of a hostile work environment was immediately created at the start of the work day continuing 
the same hostile work environment that was created the day prior. 

 

I would like to clarify that I was out often throughout the year due to a complicated high-risk twin 
pregnancy and out 12 weeks on FFCRA Sick Leave and Expanded Leave. I would like it to be noted that I 
do fear not only retaliation for this complaint, but I fear his physical reaction once finding out that I have 
filed a complaint. I do feel that his aggressive and alarming responses are not proper for situations at 
hand and do feel them to be of an unstable manner. I do believe that he will try and take my job and 
embellish where he can to try and justify any action against me. 

 

Sincerely, 

Samantha Reno 
Samantha Reno  

  

 

 

 



02/16/2021 

CD had informed me that the previous work week when I had been out of the office that BS had spoken 
with her to inform her that there was another complaint filed against her and when she said by who he 
stated “my court manager” and that CDS name was all over the complaint and had highlighted every 
section that had her name. He had asked CD to write a letter on his behalf stating the things involving 
her was not true and didn’t happen. CD had stated to me that after reading the complaint and areas that 
she was mentioned in stated that these things did happen and that she would not lie for anyone not for 
me and nor for him and if she were to write a letter that it would state the truth and that these things 
did happen. CD stated that he had asked an additional 3 or 4 times if she was going to write the letter. 
She had stated that BS said that he did not yell on 10/27 and she informed him that he did and put his 
fingers in my face. CD stated that he then stated that was after I put my finger in his and she told him 
that I did not. she informed me that he stated that he did not remember but that he did not deny them 
happening. He stated that if I stated that it happened, and that CD did as well that it must have 
happened (I believe that this was in regard to 08/25/2021 when he threatened her not to go to the 
commission or HR). That before his conversation with her that he would have put his hand on a bible 
and sworn that it didn’t that he just doesn’t remember it.  CD stated that BS stated that he is just going 
to write me up and send me home anytime my pants are to faded for his liking and anytime my tattoos 
show. (note: I was unaware that any of my jeans were outside of his dress code. There was one time he 
had stated that one pair of jeans were pushing it just a little because they were to light in color, and I 
have not worn those jeans again. I wear a sweater in the office daily that covers my tattoos to be within 
dress code. At any time that a tattoo may show this is because my sleeve accidentally rises on my arm to 
which I pull it down or my sweater may fall and a small portion of my chest tattoo may show and I adjust 
my top to make sure that it doesn’t). This clearly shows that due to him being upset that I filed a 
complaint that he will retaliate by writing me up for every small infraction of an office policy that would 
not normally arise to be written up for. I have not been written up yet but in the event such a small 
infraction leads to a write up that normally would not, I would like that to be noted. 

CC had informed me that while I was out the previous week that BS had approached her and asked if 
they were good in reference to her write ups she recently received. BS had then told her that in our 
meeting post write up that he lied and tried to cover for me being the one to run the report showing 
that she had been continuously late that it was not N  that had noticed her tardiness that it was me 
and that I was to blame for the ADP report. BS told CC that I was no friend to her. This was in attempt to 
try and pin CC against me and create tension between the two of us in attempt to have her on his side. 
CC had stated that she thinks this was what he was doing as well that it was clear as to the motive 
behind him telling her this and that he was absolutely trying to create a hostile work environment.  

- The week prior to the write up that is being talked about the BS had stated in more than one of
our morning meetings that CC has been constantly late and had instructed me to review her
time for the last 60 days. In that meeting I had informed him that I can only go back 30 days in
ADP and he then stated how he doesn’t like that about ADP and there must be records of this
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elsewhere. He said that the 30-day report would be fine. The following week I did as instructed 
and ran the report and sent an email with that report to the BS. In the meeting post write up BS 
told CC that this came about due to N  reviewing the timecards and bringing it to the court’s 
attention. After the meeting BS informed me that he told a “white lie” that N  did not notice 
the timecard that he was covering for me. I told him that I wasn’t aware that he was lying, and I 
thought he was telling the truth as well. After I was informed that he lied about this I had met 
with CC and informed her that this was not the truth that I was the one who ran the timecard 
report as instructed by BS. When BS approached CC and told her that he lied to cover me CC was 
already aware of the situation and the truth as to what happened because I told the truth as 
soon as I was informed of the lie due to not being comfortable with lying to anyone. 

 

 

BS is attempting to sway the employees to be on his side through the complaint process and is 
attempting to cause tension between the other employees and me. This again is an attempt to create a 
hostile work environment and in turn I went home 2/16/2021 with great anxiety and stress to the point 
of which I cried on the way home. I do not believe that any employee should be on mine or his “side” 
that the truth is the only side anyone should be on. I don’t believe that the employees should be reading 
any of the complaint due to the appearance of them being swayed, coached, or intimidated to say that 
any event is true or false. I believe that they should be able to give raw testimony to any event in the 
complaint without either side whether his or the complaint for authentication and fact purpose. 



From: Samantha Reno  
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2021 7:19 PM
To: Elliott, April >
Subject: Resigned from my position

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

April, 
I would like to inform you that I will only be able to receive updates on my complaint via personal
email. I have resigned from my position as court manager. The hostile work environment was finally
to much for me. The effects it has had on my mental stability and my personal relationships was to
much. The conditions there only get worse and as long as no one takes serious the environment and
working conditions the employees of JP3 have to endure they will continue to lose valuable
employees. Two other employees are leaving due to the hostile environment As well. I do hope the
commission continues to investigate my complaint and I do hope change is abroad for the ladies that
still work there. The fear of speaking up as to the true conditions is real though and I hope that is
strongly considered. 
Please reach out with any further questions.  

-Samantha Reno
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Arizona Commission on Judicial Conduct 
1501 West Washington Street, Suite 229 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 
Telephone: (602) 452-3200 
 
 
 

STATE OF ARIZONA 
 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 
 
 

Inquiry concerning 
Judge Bruce E. Staggs 
Benson Justice Court 
Cochise County 
State of Arizona, 
 
 Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)  

 
Case No.: 20-318 
 
 
ORDER DIRECTING THE FILING 
OF A RESPONSE 

 
Respondent Judge Bruce E. Staggs filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the 

public reprimand issued on January 26, 2022.  

IT IS ORDERED that Disciplinary Counsel for the Commission shall prepare 

and file a response to Respondent’s motion by February 25, 2022. Disciplinary 

Counsel shall provide a copy of her Response to Respondent on or before February 25, 

2022. Absent a request from the Commission, Respondent may not submit a written 

reply brief or any additional materials. 

Dated this 14th day of February, 2022. 
 

FOR THE COMMISSION 
 
    /s/ Louis Frank Dominguez 

Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez 
Commission Chair 
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A copy of this Order was delivered on February 14, 2022, via electronic mail, to: 
 
Hon. Bruce E. Staggs 
Benson Justice Court 

 
 
Respondent 
 
 
 
April P. Elliott 

 
 
Disciplinary Counsel 
 
 
 
 
By: /s/ Kim Welch     
      Kim Welch, Commission Clerk 



















 

State of Arizona 

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

Disposition of Complaint 20-318 

Judge: Bruce E. Staggs 

Complainant: Samantha Reno 
 

ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT JUDGE’S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

 
The respondent judicial officer filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the 

Commission’s reprimand decision as set forth in its previous order. Pursuant to 
Commission Policy 23, disciplinary counsel was requested to file a response to the 
motion, and did so. 

On March 11, 2022, the Commission denied the Motion for Reconsideration. 
As provided in Commission Policy 23, the respondent judicial officer’s Motion for 
Reconsideration, disciplinary counsel’s response, and this Order denying the Motion 
for Reconsideration shall be made a part of the record that is posted to the 
Commission’s website with the other public documents (the Complaint, the judicial 
officer’s response, and the Reprimand Order). 

Commission member Barbara Brown did not participate in the consideration 
of this matter. 

Dated: March 21, 2022 

FOR THE COMMISSION 

 

/s/ Louis Frank Dominguez    
Hon. Louis Frank Dominguez 
Commission Chair 

 
Copies of this order were distributed to all 
appropriate persons on March 21, 2022. 
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